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CORE VALUES: 
COMMUNITY
All students preschool through 12th 
grade are working together toward 
a common goal of raising money for 
their school, already learning to give 
back to their community.



CORE VALUES: COMMUNITY
In 2014 when teachers, administrators, and support staff 
sought to identify the core values that form the heart of SC, 
they settled on character, leadership, and community. Though 
all are seen on campus every day, perhaps none are as 
obvious as that of community. When parents decide to send 
their children to Santiam Christian, they are not only joining a 
school community, they are joining a family.

This atmosphere is seen throughout the school year as 
teachers, students, and families attend sporting events, music 
and theater productions, the harvest carnival, and many other 
events. Spending time together outside of the classroom 
helps build a personal connection, but SC also works to build 
that community during school hours.

Each fall for the past four years, SC has held the Eagles 
Challenge, an obstacle course event filled with large 
inflatables and other physical activities. Students have 20 
minutes to see how many times they can complete the 
course, earning money for their school through pledges they 
have received prior to the day. But this fun event is more than 
just a fundraiser. The whole design of it facilitates community. 
The day is divided into time slots where each junior high or 
high school grade is paired with an elementary grade. The 
older students go through the course themselves while the 
younger students cheer them on, observing how it is done. 
Then, the older students help the younger ones complete 
the course: running with them, offering high-fives, and 
encouraging them all the way. The one-on-one interaction 
that these elementary students have with older students 
makes them feel like a valuable part of the SC community. 
In addition, all students preschool through 12th grade are 
working together toward a common goal of raising money for 
their school, already learning to give back to their community.

High school students interested in education are able to take 
Cadet Teaching, a course where they learn teaching strategies, 
assist a mentor teacher, go on field trips, and lead students in 
some activities. Through this program, high school students 
have the opportunity to build relationships with the mentor 
teacher and the students in the class, once again bridging the 
gap between grades. 

In addition to the high school ASL III’s continuing partnership 
with 5th grade for character education, this year they also 
got involved in 2nd grade. While 2nd grade was doing a unit 
about the five senses, the high school students prepared a 
Power Point and a song to help teach the same concepts 
using American Sign Language. 

Due to SC’s unique position of having preschool through 12th 
grade all on the same campus, many wonderful relationships 
are formed both in and out of the classrooms. Because of this 
the SC community really is a family.

Cadet Teacher Abigail Davis Helps Students

Eagles Challenge

ASL III Teaches Song to 2nd Graders

Cadet Teacher Abby Riedlinger



TRANSFORMATIONS
In many ways Santiam Christian is a living thing - ever 
growing, changing, and developing while still staying true 
to who it is. Here is some of the “new growth” at SC.

FACILITIES
Over the summer SC got a bit of a facelift through the 
following projects:

•	 Elementary art/music walkway
•	 Fencing by Junior High building 
•	 Painting the woodshop addition
•	 Remodeling the Junior High boy’s bathroom
•	 Artwork in the Junior High
•	 Weight room 
•	 Football team room
•	 Remodel of first floor in administration building
•	 New water fountains/bottle fill stations
•	 Landscaping/tree trimming
•	 Painting curbs
Please stop by to admire our lovely campus! 

TECHNOLOGY 
A lot has changed at SC the last few years in the realm 
of technology, and the website is the newest upgrade. 
While the previous site was functional, it had become 
outdated and was cumbersome for use on mobile devices. 
First, a team at SC discussed the purpose of a new site 
and what they hoped to accomplish, including what 
should be trimmed, 
removed, or added from 
the previous site. Next, 
they contracted with a 
professional marketing 
and design team to 
develop a responsive 
template. Finally, SC 
parent and graphic 
designer, Stacy Rogers 
bridged the gap between 
both groups, putting all 
the information together 

and bringing the site to life. From first discussion to final 
reveal, the website took about two years and countless 
hours of work, but the result is a high quality, user-
friendly product with longevity. Today, the website is both 
attractive and engaging for families taking a first look at 
SC, while maintaining utility for current families. Feedback 
about the site has been overwhelmingly positive. The two 
most common comments are on the convenience and 
ease of use and on the staff biographies that help families 
get to know their students’ teachers and administrators. 
Perhaps most importantly, as Raelyn Riedlinger puts it, the 
website, “reflects our sense of community, our focus on 
leadership and our heart for building student character. 
It communicates our love of Christ and for our students.” 
Please take time to check it out at  
www.santiamchristian.org. 

FACULTY
Joining the SC family this year are three new teachers. Glen 
Dishman comes to SC with a degree in Biblical Studies 
and over 35 years of experience in Christian education. He 
is now teaching junior high Bible and assistant coaching 
junior high football. Jacob Shore substitute taught 
frequently at SC for the 2017-2018 school year, but is now 
on campus full time as a high school English teacher. He 
comes to SC with a B.A. in History and a strong background 
in English, having served as a journalist with the U.S. 

military for 4 years. Also 
new to SC’s high school 
is Teresa Cornwell, 
teaching English and 
Bible. Her Masters in 
Teaching, certifications in 
both English and public 
speaking, and previous 
teaching experience 
make her a valuable 
addition to the SC team.

New Bottle Fill Station Weight RoomNew Faculty:  Jacob Shore, Teresa Cornwell, and Glen Dishman

 Artwork in Junior High by Angela Davis



New Bottle Fill Station 

ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT:  CARSON KUTSCH
Though Carson Kutsch (Class of ‘97) only attended Santiam 
Christian for high school, it was long enough to make a 
lasting impact.

Kutsch, who now runs a successful dentistry practice in 
Albany, says that his time at SC served to mold him into the 
man he would become. The strong sense of community, 
extracurricular involvement, family connections, Christian 
environment, and individualized attention of teachers all 
prepared him to be successful in university and beyond.

Kutsch now has the opportunity to view SC as a parent 
since he and his wife have enrolled their two young 
daughters. Kutsch states that from a consumer perspective, 
it is worth the money knowing that his daughters are 
surrounded by positive people who care about them and 
want to help them develop in both academics and in a 
life of faith. He also appreciates the preschool through 12 
model that will give them access to great extracurricular 
resources later without ever changing schools. 

One of the things Kutsch appreciates about SC is that 
because the elementary, middle, and high schools are all 
connected, families at all stages are able to interact and 
build friendships. Events like the Science Fair, Harvest 
Carnival, and sporting events provide activities where 
the whole family can connect with other SC families. 
In addition, Kutsch’s wife Hayley currently serves as the 
preschool class communicator meeting monthly with 
other class communicators and a school administrator to 
communicate parent perspectives and facilitate the flow 

of information back to other parents. One way Kutsch 
was surprised to find community was through the parent 
volunteer program. He admitted that initially he was 
surprised that in addition to tuition he was expected to 
volunteer at the school. However, he now sees this as a 
blessing and an important part of life at SC. Kutsch notes 
that the program instantly involves parents in the school, 
allows them to meet other parents, and sets an example 
for their children that when you are part of something, you 
contribute to it.

But perhaps the best recommendation is that Kutsch has 
even convinced some friends to transfer their children to 
SC so they can experience the community that he and his 
family enjoy so much.

Admin Building Remodel

The Kutsch Family: Hayley, Carson, Keeley, Tavi and Beckett

ALUMNI, WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU! 
We want to know where you are and what you are up to.  
SC Alumni please update your contact information with us. 
development@santiam.org  or 541-745-5524 ext. 244

New SC Website



FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT
Elsewhere in this  issue you 
will find evidence of change 
occurring at Santiam Christian. 
T h e  c h a n g e  i s  m a n i fe s t e d 
through physical improvements 
to our facilities, or is represented 
by a deeper transformation 
in how we view school and 
students,  and the tools  we 
use to educate them. What is 

happening here is a microcosm of the remaking of Christian 
education as a whole.

From the 1950s to the early 2000s, Christian schools 
multiplied nationally and internationally, experiencing 
meteoric growth in enrollment. This has been attributed 
to societal factors such as the perceived removal of God 
from the public schools through the banning of prayer in 
1962 and other court decisions. The apex of this movement 
occurred in 2006, with record numbers of students and 
almost 4,000 Christian schools reporting membership in 
ACSI.

Since 2006, there have been a record number of Christian 
school closures, with almost 25% (about 1,000) of the ACSI 
schools in America closing their doors. This sharp decline 
marks the end of a half-century of sustained growth in 
Christian education, leading to a reversal of the pattern of 
prayer for the past few decades. International schools are 
now praying for our schools to survive and thrive, as they 
remain vibrant and growing, while Christian education in 
the US stagnates.

This trend should be cause for grave concern among 
anyone associated with Christian education in general, 
and Santiam Christian in particular. Leaders in our schools 
are calling this a spiritual crisis because it carries eternal 
consequences. Fewer students in Christian schools mean 
fewer ethical citizens with strong moral foundations as well 
as fewer students who are academically better prepared 
than their counterparts. 

While there is no one cause for this decline, there are 
several factors in play that we cannot control, and some 
that we can. Experts agree that the recession from 2006 
to 2008 played a key role, and that most families have not 
economically recovered. The rise in online schooling and 
charter schools present alternatives to traditional public 
schooling. Changing patterns of church attendance and 
cultural upheaval diminish the importance that is placed 
on Christian education. Although these influence our 

school, they are largely outside our control. Factors leading 
to school closures that are within our control include 
resistance to change at the school level, a failure to maintain 
and sustain the school’s mission, and a loss of vision as the 
school strays from its original purpose.

A recent study of Christian education offered the following 
tenets for success. Christian schools must be willing to 
make decisions based on understanding changes within 
our culture. We need to understand changing parental 
expectations and take them into account. We should 
diligently pursue academic excellence while improving our 
communication. The quality of leadership at all levels needs 
to improve, one suggestion that I take very personally. One 
of the most critical elements for survival is to be willing to 
embrace change when it is necessary, and not cling to the 
way things were done in the past.

In light of these suggestions for success, what is Santiam 
Christian doing so that we can continue to thrive in this 
environment? We are taking leadership development 
seriously as we require each administrator to be on an 
accreditation team each year to visit other schools and see 
what they are doing well. We have several administrators on 
regional commissions and boards, and attend regional and 
national conferences. Our new assessment program allows 
us to be flexible and more individualized in classroom 
instruction to raise achievement. We are developing a 
philosophy of technology in order to guide technology use. 
And, we are embracing the reality that change, although 
sometimes painful, is necessary.

However, in the midst of transitions there are two key 
principles that should never change. The first is that now, 
more than ever, Christian schools must remain true to 
their Biblical foundations. It is no time for compromise for 
the perceived benefit of higher enrollment. The second is 
that we should be on our knees in prayer, asking God to 
intercede for our school and for other Christian schools 
across the nation and around the world. It is only through 
the power of prayer that we can ultimately triumph in this 
situation, and I would ask that you join with us in this prayer.

(Some statistics and concepts were taken from a paper by Vance Nichols 
titled “Schools at risk: An analysis of factors endangering the evangelical 
Christian School movement in America.”)
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PRAYER WALK  By SC teacher Brenda Buhrkuhl

One leisurely walk around the Santiam Christian campus reveals the amazing abundance of 
God’s blessings on this school. Whether looking at our beautiful facilities or at the unused 
property we providentially own, the hand of God in our past and present is clearly seen. 
However, a more recent walk around the school will also reveal something new to our campus: 
18 signs with the words “Prayer Walk” on them and a brief suggestion of something to pray for 
in that area of the campus. Developed this summer as a way to encourage and facilitate more 
prayer for our school, the “Prayer Walk” has become a favored method for many of our staff, 
families, and students to draw near to God and pray for our school in a fresh new way.

Walking around the campus with a focus on prayer reveals far more than what can be seen 
with the human eye; this journey reveals the hand of God at work in our school: an empty span 
of grass and a run-down dormitory become the reality of a new preschool and elementary 
building; the blaring siren of the local fire department becomes our school shouting God’s 
faithfulness and salvation from the rooftops; classroom windows become a look into the hearts 
of our teachers and their desire to demonstrate the character of God to their students; wild 
blackberry bushes ripe with unpicked fruit become a taste of God’s desire to fill us with good 
things; a spectacular view of the sunrise becomes a reminder that God’s mercies are new 
every morning; a place where multiple paths cross becomes a battleground for the hearts of 
our students as they choose their paths in life; a glimpse into a currently empty greenhouse 
becomes our purpose to plant, nurture, grow and be sent out to bless others; the view of our campus from the furthest boundary 
becomes a peek into the unseen spiritual battle that is being fiercely waged in the heavenly realms for our very lives.

The “Prayer Walk” is not an ordinary, everyday walk. It is one tangible way we can connect to the heart of God and beckon Him to 
release His power in and through the Santiam Christian community. Walking in prayer, whether around our school or through an 
ordinary day, takes our eyes off of the everyday mundane and opens them to the moment by moment miraculous. Maybe today is a 
good day for a new kind of walk!

For more information on how you can participate in the SC Prayer Walk, please contact the school office 541-745-5524.


